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Modernisation of Plasma Physics Simulation
Codes for Heterogeneous Exascale
FEM/BEM based domain decomposition solvers
NB-LIB: Performance portable library for N-body
force calculations at the Exascale
Linear Algebra, Krylov-subspace methods, and
multi-grid solvers for the discovery of New Physics
LoSync - Synchronisation reducing programming
Particle kinetic codes for Exascale plasma
simulation
Performance Portable Communication Layer for
Grid Applications
Performance portable linear algebra

.. and more to come

PRACE-6IP WP8: forward-looking software solutionsPRACE-6IP WP8: forward-looking software solutions



GoalsGoals

three target plasma simulation codes:
ELMFIRE (http://elmfire.eu/)
GENE (http://www.genecode.org/)
Vlasiator (http://physics.helsinki.fi/vlasiator)

modernise and refactor the codes (faster adaptation of new hardware
and algorithms)
push plasma codes towards pre-exascale level

explore and implement task-based parallelism (scalability)
support for heterogeneous architectures (portability)

share lessons learned (code reuse)



Task-based parallelismTask-based parallelism

aim: make life easier
better scalability in exascale?
easier support for heterogeneous systems (using a framework)

explorative work
try to break the work in tasks
design task graphs (dependencies)
StarPU (http://starpu.gforge.inria.fr/)

directive based tasking
automatic task scheduling

OpenMP tasks by hand
other frameworks: AMReX, ?



Heterogeneous architecturesHeterogeneous architectures

(pre-)exascale systems are clearly going to have heterogeneous
architectures

CPUs + some accelerators (most likely GPUs)
support for GPUs (or other accelerators) is thus critical to fully benefit
from the systems

in practice, three main approaches:
enable GPUs manually: OpenACC / OpenMP directives, CUDA / HIP
use a framework for (some) of the heavy lifting: StarPU, AMReX
use external libraries (cuFFT / clFFT, cuSPARSE / clSPARSE, ...)

our focus is on frameworks (StarPU, AMReX?) and OpenACC / OpenMP
device directives



Prototype miniappsPrototype miniapps

simplified test codes
easier testing and comparison
realistic compute load

Particle-in-Cell (PIC)
uniform, rectangular grid
three frameworks:

AMReX (https://amrex-codes.github.io/amrex/)
OpenFPM (http://openfpm.mpi-cbg.de/)
Runko (https://runko.readthedocs.io/)

by hand from scratch



ELMFIREELMFIRE
major refactoring: particle mesh
(MFEM)
produce a minimal, functional
version
explore task-based parallelism

GENEGENE
refactor to have cleanly separated
kernels
task-based parallelism: StarPU,
OpenMP?

ELMFIRE & GENE: fusion plasma simulationsELMFIRE & GENE: fusion plasma simulations



VlasiatorVlasiator
refactor grid framework
introduce adaptive mesh
refinement
add support for GPUs
test task-based parallelism

Vlasiator: near-earth plasma simulationsVlasiator: near-earth plasma simulations
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